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An analysis of the scientific-methodical literature indicates that initia1ly the hammer was thrown in
place (using a voluntary number of swings) or with one turn. Starting with the year 1910 the
strongest hammer throwers began principally to use two turns. The pioneer was American D.
Mitchell. The champion of the 1936 Olympiad was German K. Hein, who threw with three turns. A
year later Ireland’s two time Olympic champion thrower P. O’Callaghan, also using three turns,
sent the hammer beyond the 60 meter mark (60.57) for the first time. True, his performance was
not counted as a world record, but only for the reason that at that time Ireland was not a member
of the IAAF.

The question of using four turns began to be widely discussed in the late 50’s and early 60’s. At 
that time a significant number of contradictory writings appeared in the press, in which much was
said about the advantage of one or another throwing method (the number of turns). Unfortunately,
however, the researchers not only did not conduct serious experimental investigations having a
direct bearing on the question under discussion, but also did not always take into account the
already-existing biomechanical foundations of throwing technique. In some cases they only made
reference to the high performances of one or another athlete, forgetting to state that these
athletes utilized a number of apparently effective training means and methods in addition to four
turns.

In the opinion of most writers, the additional number of turns makes it possible to increase the
path of influence or effect (i.e. the longer the distance over which one can exert force) on the
hammer and thereby significantly increase turning speed.

At first glance it is impossible not to agree with these facts, for it has long been known that
increasing the number of turns lengthens the path of influence on the apparatus. In addition, the
longer the duration of the pull, the greater the build-up of velocity. Of course, this is in the
presence of limitless possibilities to increase speed with each new turn.

However, this thesis doesn’t find support in sports practice because certain conditions are 
necessary for its adoption. First, the athlete’sbody must have limitless possibilities to increase
turning speed (and such a capability is not even possessed by an internal combustion engine, as
even it has a certain power limit). Second, we are not interested in the average turning speed
that the athlete develops while executing one or another number of turns, but the maximum
possible velocity toward the end of the acceleration of the hammer (the final effort). Third, as
movement speed increases (which speed is not unlimited), the muscles are not always able to
contract with the necessary speed–they also have their limit.

One should also not forget that the path of influence on the hammer is limited by the dimensions
of the throwing circle, even though this is not the main obstacle to increasing the number of turns,
as the first turn can be executed using a “toe turn”. Donskoi (1965) noted: “If the path of 
application of force were, unlimited and if it were possible, all the while, not to reduce the force
(which is better) - acceleration could be continued longer.” To thiswe would add: and the throw
would be farther! However, the problem is that an increase in the path of influence on the
hammer does not provide addtiona1 turning speed. If this is so (and it is easy to be convinced of
it in sports practice), then we see no need at the present time to intentionally increase the number
of turns with the hammer and thereby create additional difficulties, both in the teaching process



and in the process of improving throwing technique.

If researchers demonstrate experimentally that a fourth turn makes it possible for the thrower to
acquire additional turning speed, then, indisputably, it would he necessary for athletes to
henceforth use only four or more turns. Granted, in some cases an increase in the number of
turns to four makes it possible to reveal the already existing level of speed capabilities. However,
it is one thing to promote the display of speed and quite another thing to acquire additional turning
speed by means of a fourth turn.

Once again it should be repeated that only in certain cases does a fourth turn promote the
development of speed. We reject the assertion that with three turns an ath1ete is unable to
develop the necessary centrifugal force and completely utilize his physical capabilities. Several
generations of athletes, throwing with three turns, have shown not only high performances, but
also have utilized their physical qualities quite fully. If someone did not utilize his capabilities,
which is not typical of the present time, then the reason for this was not a small number of turns
(three) but poor throwing rhythm.

The essence of this is expressed in executing the total movement without optimal acceleration
from the early to later phases (preliminary swings - turns with the hammer - the final effort). This
particularly relates to the speed of executing the preliminary swings, which may be somewhat
less or more than optimal. In the first case the athlete fails to develop maximum turning speed in
three turns because of the fact that it is necessary for him to build it up too rapidly from turn to
turn (and this has a negative effect on throwing technique). To a great degree this relates to
throwers who don’t possess a high enough level of speed qualities. However, most athletes, 
possessing high indices of speed training, dealt successfully with the indicated difficulties and
with such a rhythmic throwing structure.

In the second case, too high a speed in the preliminary swings causes the thrower to develop
maximum possible turning speed in the second turn and the speed of the third turn (for throwers
using three turns) becomes somewhat lower than in the second turn. Of course, it is impossible,
in both cases, to expect high performances to result from such irrational movements.

All of the above also relates in full measure to throwing with four turns.

In discussing the expeditious application of a certain number of turns with the hammer, we are
not dealing with a new throwing technique, as some writers would like to present it, but we are
witnesses to the presence of different rhythmic structures, which are conditioned by the individual
characteristics of each athlete. Specifically, the level of speed- strength qualities and the degree
of technical mastery. Proceeding from these characteristics it is necessary for the thrower to
select his optimal throwing rhythm - either three or four turns. This especially relates to the speed
of the preliminary swings, for it basically dictates one or another rhythm structure. The presence
of any rhythm structure requires maximum possible acceleration of the hammer in the final effort
in all cases without exception.

If a thrower is nevertheless unable to develop his maximum turning speed in three or even in four
turns, then he should either increase the number of turns or increase the speed of the preliminary
swings. It is well to note that a low speed in preliminary swings, which is most often observed in



throwing with four turns, makes it possible to execute the entry into the first turn more effectively.
However, it is impossible to forget that a “toe-turn” (a throwingmethod with four turns) requires
much greater precision of execution than a heel-toe (to say nothing of the complexity of staying in
the circle and effective distribution of effort during the throwing process).

It seems to us that in most cases it will be more expeditious to throw the hammer with three turns,
not four. We will take into account, first of all, the speed capabilities of the strongest throwers of
our time, and not the problem of executing -the entry into the first turn at high speed and not the
ability to develop maximum possible turning speed in the final effort (throwing with three turns).
The two latter affirmations are explained by the fact that we have enough means and methods for
successful teaching and improvement in throwing technique as a whole and in its individual
phases (in the present case - teaching the entry into the first turn). We have everything necessary
to develop a thrower’s speed qualities. The method proposed by us is more advantageous and
result-producing than an artificial compensation for gaps in the training method (means and
methods of developing speed qualities, teaching and improving technique, the presence of
effective throwing rhythm) by increasing the number of turns.

To the question “Will everyone throw the hammer with four or more turns?” we can give a positive
answer, but with the stipulation that only when their level of speed capabilities will be significantly
higher than it is for the main mass of athletes of today. At this time, three turns are fully enough to
throw the hammer a distance of 75 to 80 meters. If an athlete is unable to develop his maximum
possible turning speed in three turns, then it is possible to throw with four turns, having changed
the structure of throwing rhythm, applying more effective means and methods of developing
speed qualities. This particularly relates to athletes who have too low a bodyweight, by virtue of
which it is very difficult for them to withstand the inertial forces that arise during the process of
executing the preliminary swings and the subsequent turns.
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